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Let G=SL(2, C), Go be one of subgroups SU(1, 1), SU(2) or E(2),
and be an irreducible unitary representation o Go. Denote Inde0
the representation of G induced by
We consider the problem to
decompose Inde0 a z to a direct integral of irreducible representations.
Though many investigations are done about this problem by physicists,
large part remains still open.
In this paper we shall treat this problem in the case Go--SU(1,1)
and =T (so-called representations o discrete series of Go). We
refer to [1] for T (/=--1/2, --1,--3/2, ...) and to [2] or irreducible
representations (R),, of the continuous series of SL(2, C).
Our main result is as ollows.
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We shall outline the proof. First we restrict o: Indo T to the
subgroup SU(2) o G and determine the space W spanned by highest
weight vectors in T component (see [1]). This space W is characterized as an eigenspace of

H and 0 (see [2]):

H3f: kf,

z/0f: --/(-t- 1)f.

,ISU(2) contains T with the multiplicity one if and only if
k--m/2 is a nonnegative integer, the spectral measure of G’s LaplaceSince

Beltrami operator /’ restricted to

W@F+ W_ gives the distribution o

F+ and /’). On account o the unitary
equivalence between z/’] W and z/’lF+ W we can determinethe spectral
measure inductively using the spectral measure of /’1W. Indeed the
operator z/’[ W turns out to be unitary equivalent to an ordinary differential operator of first order acting on vector-valued unctions,
hence we apply the Titchmarsh-Kodaira’s expansion theorem to calculate the spectral measure of z/’[ W. The details will be published
,-components (see [2] or

elsewhere.
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